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Summary 
To ensure that benchmarks which are administered by Wilshire OpCo UK Ltd (“Wilshire”) are constructed, maintained and 
operated to the highest standards, Wilshire employs a robust governance framework.  

This document details Wilshire’s policies regarding consultations for the benchmarks it administers. 

Circumstances under which Wilshire will consult 
Wilshire, through its Benchmark Oversight Committee (“Oversight Committee”) keeps under review and conducts a formal 
review at least annually of:  

• The underlying market each benchmark seeks to measure, to ensure it is sufficiently liquid and observable to allow 
the construction of accurate benchmarks. 

• The methodology of each administered benchmark to ensure it represents the market it seeks to measure in an 
optimal manner. 

• The means by which the benchmarks are provided. 
• The suite of control documents that govern the provision, management and scrutiny of all aspects of the 

benchmarks. 

If, as a result of these reviews, or other circumstances in the markets, Wilshire concludes that there have been changes to 
market dynamics or the regulatory environment that significantly affect the performance of a benchmark, it will undertake 
consultation. 

Form of Consultations 

All consultations will be in the form of written public documents, with response open to all. 

In particular, Wilshire in the course of its usual business with users of the benchmarks, will make users aware of any 
consultation. 

Whenever feasible, all consultations shall provide advance notice in a clear time frame that gives users sufficient opportunity 
to analyze and comment on the impact of such proposed changes (but see below – force majeure). 

All consultations will present a rationale for any proposed change. 

Wilshire will, on request make public any comments received on a consultation, as well as any specific response to this, 
unless the respondent has requested that their comments are kept confidential. All consultations will be framed in such a 
manner that makes it clear that respondents have a choice as to whether their response is public or confidential.  Wilshire 
will publish a summary of all comments. 

Consideration of responses to consultation 
Consideration of responses will be carried out by the Oversight Committee.  Any member of the committee that has an 
actual or potential conflict of interest with regards to the outcomes of the consultation will recuse themselves from the 
discussion. 

All decision making will balance the responses received with the Oversight Committee’s objective view of the best interests 
of the benchmark’s users and other stakeholders. 

The Oversight Committee will make an initial decision to 1) enact change; 2) not enact change; or 3) consult further. 

If the decision is to enact change, this will include a timeframe to allow users and other stakeholders to prepare 
appropriately for the change. 
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All decisions to 1) enact change; 2) not enact change; or 3) consult further will be ratified by the Wilshire Oversight Function. 

Action following consideration of responses 
The Oversight Committee will prepare a report on the consultation, to include a summary of responses received and its 
decision, with a rationale for the decision and suitable timeframes for taking any actions to enable users to prepare for 
change. 

This report will be reviewed and ratified by the Oversight Committee and then published. 

Force Majeure 
Wilshire believes that open consultation on change to benchmarks is beneficial to all stakeholders. There may from time to 
time be circumstances in which Wilshire needs to enact an immediate change to a benchmark definition, methodology or 
publication. Wilshire thus reserves the right to make an immediate change in extreme circumstances. 

Record Keeping 
All documents relevant to the commissioning, operation and consideration of consultations are subject to the Wilshire 
benchmark record retention policy. All responses received to any consultation are also subject to this policy. Please see this 
policy for further details. 

Approval 
This Wilshire Benchmark Consultation Policy was approved by the Board of Wilshire and the Oversight Committee and is 
reviewed at least annually. 
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